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This study experimentally investigated nucleate pool boiling heat transfer for 

a polished copper surface and water fluid couple under atmospheric 

pressure. The results were compared with the correlations in the literature. 

The experimental results were compared with the surface-liquid correlation 

constants Rohsenow, Pioro, Vachon, Griffith and Das used for the 

temperature exceedance values. When the results of Griffith's correlation 

constant were compared with the experimental values, it was seen that it was 

the most appropriate correlation compared to other correlations, with a 

minimum and maximum error of 0.4-12%. In addition, Forster-Zuber, Pioro, 

Kutateladze old, Kutateladze new, Kruzhilin and Cooper correlations were 

compared with experimental results regarding the heat transfer coefficient. 

Compared with the correlation proposed by Pioro for the heat transfer 

coefficient, it was calculated as the most suitable correlation with a 

minimum and maximum difference of 0.2-8%. 

Keywords: Nucleate pool boiling, water, polished copper, atmospheric 

pressure. 

1. Introduction 

Many known engineering applications include boiling heat transfer since heat transfer occurs at 

much higher rates than with single-phase fluids heat transfer. Boiling heat transfer is used in steam 

power plants, nuclear reactors, cooling of some electronic devices, etc. [1, 2]. Boiling is called pool 

boiling if there is no fluid mass movement and flow boiling if present. Boiling occurs at the solid-

liquid interface as a result of the liquid coming into contact with a surface held at a temperature 

sufficiently higher than the saturation temperature [3]. Boiling begins with the formation of the first 

bubble. During the boiling process, the appearance of bubbles on the surface, the separation of steam 

bubbles from the surface and the filling of the separated steam bubbles by the fluid ensure the 

circulation of the fluid on the hot surface. In this process, which is called nucleate boiling, heat 

transfer increases with increasing surface temperature; this increase continues until the critical heat 

flux. Critical heat flux is a criterion related to system safety. For this reason, it is undesirable to exceed 

this limit state (critical heat flux) in most engineering applications. In this study, the correlations 
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available in the literature in the nucleate boiling section were compared with the experimental data and 

the correlations with the closest results to the experimental data were investigated. 

Flow boiling differs from pool boiling due to the presence of liquid flow and the transportation 

of bubbles by this flowing liquid and there are many studies in the literature [4-6] on this subject. In 

addition, to flow boiling, there are many correlations in the literature [7] to calculate the heat transfer 

coefficient in nucleate pool boiling. With the help of these correlations, the heat transfer coefficient 

can be calculated without the need for challenging to calculate parameters such as bubble separation 

diameter and frequency [7]. Das et al. [8] calculated the error rates by comparing different correlations 

with their experimental heat transfer coefficient using copper-water pair and revealed that the 

Rohsenow correlation matched at the lowest error rate. Choon et al. [9] conducted an experimental 

study using copper foam surface-water under the effect of low pressure and they suggested that the 

surface temperature difference value could be calculated with the modified Rohsenow correlation. Gao 

et al., in their study [10] on copper–water couple, stated that the experimental study was confirmed by 

the Rohsenow correlation in terms of heat flux and surface temperature difference. Yao et al. [11] 

carried out experiments with water by coating nanoparticles on the copper foam surface and used the 

Rohsenow correlation for heat transfer estimation and suggested a correction coefficient for the copper 

foam surface in this study. In their study [12], Pezo and Stevanovic estimated the nucleate boiling heat 

transfer coefficient at high heat flux using numerical simulation and compared this estimation with the 

correlations of Mostinski, Rohsenow, Kutateladze old, Kutateladze new, and Kruzhilin. They 

emphasized the importance of surface roughness. The closest numerical results are Kruzhilin and new 

Kutateladze correlations on aged surfaces and Mostinski and old Kutateladze correlations on fresh 

surfaces. In the study of Haji et al. [13], which is one of the studies on changing the surface roughness, 

comparisons were made with the experimental results using the correlations of Rohsenow, Cooper and 

Gornflow on the uncoated surface. In the study of Theofanous et al. [14], both fresh heaters and aged 

heaters were experimented. They used a high-speed, high-resolution infrared camera to visualize 

dynamic thermal patterns from the onset of nucleation to boiling crisis. They found a difference in 

nucleation patterns between the fresh and aged heaters. They reported that the surface average wall 

superheat at the critical heat flux varied from 22 to 32 K on fresh heaters and from 18 to 25 K on aged 

heaters. They also carried out experiments on critical heat flux using fresh and aged heaters [15]. 

Surface-fluid couple is one of the critical parameters affecting heat transfer in pool boiling. Heat 

transfer can be improved by changing the surface material and the roughness of the surface [16-20]. 

Another important factor affecting heat transfer is changing the properties of the liquid, such as the use 

of nanofluids [21-24]. 

Heat transfer mechanisms are pretty complex in boiling and many correlations exist in the 

literature [7]. In the literature, the Rohsenow correlation (equation 1) is widely used in nucleate 

boiling [25, 26]. 
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Here Csf is a constant that depends on the liquid and the surface coating. The surface-fluid pair 

used in this study is polished copper and water. The different Csf and n values suggested in the 

literature for the polished copper and water surfactant couple are presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Csf and n values for water and polished copper pair in the literature. 

Reference Csf n 

Rohsenow [27] 0.0130 1 

Pioro 1999 [28] 0.0150 0.81 

Vachon 1968 [29] 0.0142 1 

Griffith 1960 [29]* 0.0147 1 

Das 2007 [30] 0.0160 1 

* The coefficients proposed by Griffith are taken from reference [29]. 

 

Pioro [28] conducted experimental studies to determine the Csf and n coefficients. Based on the 

experimental results, he suggested the Csf and n values as 0.015 and 0.81, respectively, and reported 

that they remained within the error range of ±25% when comparing the experimental and correlation 

values. Vachon et al. [29] suggested the n value as 1 for water. Csf values were calculated using the 

least squares curve fitting technique for the heat flux and temperature exceedance values obtained 

using different surface-fluid pairs from the literature. The results are presented in tables. In that study 

[29], they suggested a Csf coefficient of 0.0142 for the surface-fluid couple of the copper surface and 

water polished with sandpaper. In the same study, they reported the Csf coefficient suggested by 

Griffith as 0.0147. In the study of Das et al. [30], the Csf coefficient for the copper surface and water, 

which has 600 μm gaps at different points, was accepted as 0.0160 and compared with the 

experimental values. The Csf and n coefficients presented in Table 1 were substituted in the correlation 

suggested by Rohsenow and the results were compared in section 3.  

Different correlations exist in the literature [7] to determine the heat transfer coefficient in 

nucleate pool boiling. The correlations presented in Table 2 have been utilized in this study. 

Forster and Zuber [25, 31]  suggested the correlation shown in equation (2) for the calculation 

of the heat transfer coefficient. In addition to this correlation fluid properties and temperature excess, 

the difference between the fluid saturation pressure at the surface temperature and the saturation 

pressure at the saturation temperature of the fluid is considered. However, this correlation does not 

consider the effect of the surface-fluid couple. 

Pioro et al. [28] reported conducting studies to evaluate Rohsenow's correlation constants 

empirically. Some suggestions for Csf and n coefficients were made by this group considering different 

surfactant pairs [32]. Instead of the coefficients in the Rohsenow correlation, they used the Csf* and m 

coefficients in their proposed correlation for the heat transfer coefficient calculation. They suggested 

Csf* and m values as 1228 and -1.1, respectively, for the water-copper surface fluid couple [32]. In this 

study, the heat transfer coefficient was calculated using the coefficients suggested above. In addition, 

as seen in equation (3), the experimental heat flux values have been used to calculate the heat transfer 

coefficient. 

In their work, Pioro et al. [32] shared Kutateladze's so-called old and new correlations and 

Kruzhilin correlation. These correlations are shown in equations (4), (5) and (6) as Kutateladze old, 

new and Kruzhilin correlations, respectively [32]. Equation (5), which Kutateladze called new, 

includes the coefficient given as M*. In the Kruzhilin correlation shown in equation (6), the 

calculation is made using the experimental heat flux value. 
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Apart from these correlations, there are also some suggested correlations by considering the 

surface roughness and using the pressure values. Among these correlations, the equation (7) proposed 

by Cooper was also used in this study [33]. The C value in the correlation varies with the surface 

material and is suggested as 95 for horizontal copper surfaces [34]. 

Table 2. Nucleate Pool-boiling Heat Transfer Correlations. 

Author Correlation 
Eq. 
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In this study, the experimentally measured surface temperature exceedance values were 

compared with the temperature exceedance values obtained from the Rohsenow correlation calculated 

with different Csf values. In addition, the heat transfer coefficient was obtained experimentally and 

compared with Forster-Zuber, Pioro, Kutateladze (old and new), Kruzhilin, Cooper correlations. The 

correlations are in the same range as the measured data. 

Studies in the literature have generally been carried out in areas close to the critical heat flux 

where bubbles occur intensely. This study focused on the 'isolated bubble regime' region at low heat 

fluxes, starting from the first bubble formation in pool boiling. The correlations available in the 

literature and the experimental results were compared for this region and the correlations that provided 

the closest results to the experimental data were searched. Thus, appropriate correlations from the 

literature can be suggested for the 'isolated bubble regime' region. 
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2. Experimental Setup and Method 

The experimental setup consists of seven main components: (1) the copper block used as the 

heating surface, (2) the boiling vessel in which the liquid is kept, (3) the condensation system that 

allows the evaporating liquid to return to the system, (4) the power control system in which the heater 

can be controlled, (5) thermocouples for measuring temperature values, (6) data acquisition system 

and (7) insulation. The schematic of the pool boiling experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental setup. 

 

Figure 2.  An exploded view of the section containing the heating surface, the boiling flask and the 

heater. 

As seen in Figure 2, the copper block has a diameter of 40 mm and it was heated by a cartridge 

heater (500 W). The pure copper block transfers the given heat to the surface and acts as a boiling 

surface where the heat is transferred to the working fluid. In this part of the experimental setup, the 

upper side of the copper block was designed as replaceable and produced in bolt-nut connection type. 

This connection and heater location are shown in detail in Figure 3. In order to measure the 

temperatures on the surface and calculate the heat flux transferred to the fluid, eight holes (2.5 mm) 
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were drilled in different places in the copper block. Five of these holes are placed to measure 

temperature from different parts of the surface in contact with water. To determine the temperature of 

the surface where the boiling takes place, four holes (T1, T4, T5, T8) were drilled at a distance of 10 

mm from the middle and 90° between them. There is a hole located 25 mm (T3) below the surface of 

the middle section to determine the vertical heat flux (Section B-B). 

Section A-A shows that one is T6, which is on the same vertical axis and 25 mm below the hole 

called T5, and the other is T7, located 5.5 mm below the T6 hole. The locations of these holes are 

shown in detail in Figure 3. Temperature measurements were carried out by placing K-type 

thermocouples in the holes. 

 

Figure 3. Copper block, boiling surface (cover), thermocouple connection channels and places. 

Borosilicate glass 1000 mL 2-necked balloon flask boiling flask is produced with an open 

bottom to be placed on the copper block. There are two necks on the upper side of the boiling flask. A 

40 cm long borosilicate glass dimroth condenser is placed in one of them. On the other neck, both a 

thermocouple is inserted to measure the temperature of the water and an auxiliary cartridge heater 

(30W) used to heat the water externally is immersed. Water circulation in the condenser is provided 

from the water tank at ambient temperature with the help of a pump. 

A DC power source operates the cartridge heater inside the copper block. Data were recorded 

when there was no change in boiling surface temperature to ensure steady state heat transfer. 

In addition, there is a data acquisition system, K-type thermocouples, PT100 and a computer in 

the experiment facility. Thermocouples and cartridge heater were placed inside the copper block, 

while the thermal paste was used to fill all the gaps. The copper block is insulated with 12.5 mm thick 

Teflon material. Additional insulation was made with glass wool on the outside of the Teflon. The 

copper block is wholly covered with Teflon and placed on the gas concrete block. The boiling pot is 

insulated against the environment with glass wool. A small observation area is left to observe the 

boiling. This study used ultrapure water (15 MΩ.cm) as the fluid. 
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2.1. Heated Surface 

After being brought to the required geometry, copper, selected as the heating surface, was 

initially polished using a grinding machine (Metkon Forcimat) with 1000-grit sandpaper (Hermes WS 

Flex) at 150 rotations per minute to remove any lathe marks. Then, the surface was polished with 1200 

sandpaper (Hermes WS Flex) at 150 rpm. The surface roughness value was measured with a device 

called Mahr Marsurf PS1. In Figure 4, the places where the measurements were made are shown 

schematically. The average surface roughness value was measured as Ra (µm) and is presented in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Surface Roughness. 

Surface Properties 

Material Thermal 

Conductivity 

Roughness 

Ra (µm) 

Diameter (mm) 

Copper 400 W/mK 

0.122 

40 

0.100 

0.091 

0.107 

0.109 

0.091 

 

The average surface roughness (Ra) value was obtained as 0.103 µm. Considering this value, the 

copper surface is considered polished [8]. 

 

Figure 4. Surface roughness measurement and schematic representation of the measurement paths. 

2.2. Test Procedure 

Before starting the experiments, the water level in the boiling vessel was checked. Before 

starting the main heater in the copper block, the submerged auxiliary heater is operated with 12 W 

power and preheated to the water. Then the cartridge heater in the copper block is operated with 20 W 

power. When evaporation starts, the cold-water circulation pump circulating in the condenser is started 

and the adjusted heater power is waited until the pure water saturation temperature is reached. Then, 

by increasing the heater power, it waits until the temperature values measured on the surface remain 

unchanged in the initial state of boiling. The first data started to be recorded approximately 4 hours 

after the start of the experimental setup. Later, the heater powers were increased with small steps. 

After each power increase, it was waited for at least 30 minutes for the temperature values to be stable. 
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All thermocouples with PT100 (Fluke 5626) with a measurement uncertainty of ±0.05 at 100 °C 

were placed in the calibration furnace and calibrated at 50-150 °C. 

2.3. Analysis of Uncertainty and Error Rate Calculations 

The calculated heat flux and the uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient were determined 

using the Moffat [35] method. The uncertainty in this study is mainly due to the accuracy of the 

temperature values measured by the thermocouples and the calipers for length measurement. 

The measurement error of K-type thermocouples is about ±0.05 °C. Manufacturing tolerances 

on hole diameters are estimated as ±0.05 mm. The precision value of the caliper used for distance 

measurements is ±0.03 mm. It is known that deviations of up to 6 µV can occur in the data acquisition 

system used. The uncertainties in the heat flux and heat transfer coefficient calculated for the tested 

fluid were 11% and 12%, respectively, according to the Moffat [35] method. 

Error calculations are presented to compare the temperature exceedance values and the heat 

transfer coefficient values determined by correlations with the experimental results. First, the error 

calculation (8) is specified in the equation. 

       (                                     )                   ⁄    (8) 

Error values calculated from here and mean error and root mean square errors were calculated 

according to equations (9) and (10), respectively. 

           ∑        ⁄
 
         (9) 
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3. Results and Discussion 

Considering the temperature difference and the vertical distance difference (25 mm) at points 2 

and 3 shown in Figure 3 (section B-B), the heat flux calculation was made according to equation (11). 

Here, the heat transfer coefficient for the copper block is taken as 400 Wm
-1

K
-1

. 

 ̇    (     )     ⁄      (11) 

3.1. Comparison of experimental temperature exceedance values with correlations 

The temperature at the center of the boiling surface was obtained by equation (12) with the 

assumption of constant heat flux from the T2 point on the vertical center axis of the copper block to 

the boiling surface (         ). 
      ((     )        ⁄ )    (12) 

Nucleate boiling experiments with water were repeated on different days and the same results 

were obtained. 

While calculating the heat flux with the Rohsenow equation when the temperature exceedance 

is known, errors of up to 100% may occur, while in the case of calculating the temperature difference 

for a known heat flux (     ( ̇)
   ), the error rate is reduced by 3 times [27]. For this reason, the 

Rohsenow equation (13) was used in this study to calculate the temperature difference values based on 

the experimentally obtained heat fluxes. 

 ̇       [ (     )  ⁄  ]   [(   (       )) (         
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  (13) 

Considering that the roughness level obtained was 0.103 μm, the surface used was accepted as a 

polished copper surface. For the polished copper-water couple, the Csf coefficient in the Rohsenow 
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equation is 0.0130 and the n value is 1[27]. However, different Csf and n values are suggested in the 

literature for the polished copper-water couple, these values are presented in Table 1. 

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the experimental values and the temperature difference values 

obtained from the correlations. The maximum and minimum differences between the values calculated 

according to the experimental values are shown in Table 4. When considering the obtained error 

values, the maximum error calculated using the Griffith 1960 [29] correlation was found to be 12%, 

which is lower than the other correlations. 

 

Figure 5. Comparison of experimental temperature difference values with correlations. 

Table 4. The values of the excess temperature according to Rohsenow, their maximum, minimum, 

mean and RMS error values. 
Reference Csf n Maximum 

Error % 

Minimum 

Error % 

Mean 

Error (%) 

RMS 

Error (%) 

Rohsenow [27] 0.0130 1 21 8 -13.69 14.32 

Pioro 1999 [28] 0.0150 0.81 20 5 -10.78 11.59 

Vachon 1968 [29] 0.0142 1 16 0.3 -5.72 7.34 

Griffith 1960 [29] 0.0147 1 12 0.4 -2.4 5.33 

Das 2007 [30] 0.0160 1 13 1 6.23 8.11 

 

First, the mean error and root mean square (RMS) error values according to the Rohsenow 

equation calculated with different Csf values for temperature exceedance values are shown in Table 4. 

When the error rates presented in Table 4 are examined, it is seen that the mean error value for 

the temperature exceedance value calculated by taking the Csf coefficient suggested by Griffith as 

0.0147 is the lowest. In addition, it is seen that all mean error and RMS values in Table 4 are within 

acceptable values. 
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3.2. Comparison of heat transfer coefficient with correlations 

Figure 6 shows the comparison of the test results in terms of heat transfer coefficients with the 

different correlations presented in Table 2. The heat transfer coefficient was found by substituting the 

experimentally obtained heat flux in equation (14). 

   ̇ ⁄          (14) 

Experimental heat transfer coefficients and maximum and minimum error values of the results 

calculated with the correlations in Table 2 are presented in Table 5. 

When the experimentally obtained heat transfer coefficient and Forster-Zuber correlation (3) 

were compared, it was seen that the values with the lowest and highest error rates were 2-28%. Since 

the relationship between the fluid and the boiling surface are not taken into consideration in this 

correlation, it can be interpreted as an expected result that it has the highest error rate. 

Kutateladze old (4) and Kutateladze new (5) correlations are also used in the literature [32] and 

shown in Table 2. It is seen that the heat transfer coefficient calculated with the equation (5), which is 

called new from these correlations, gives results between 3-21% error rates according to the 

experimental results. In Kutateladze's correlation number (4), which is called old, it has been revealed 

that it has error rates in the range of 17-31%. 

The calculations performed using equation (6), which is the based on Kruzhilin correlation [32], 

exhibit error rates ranging from 0.1 to 14% compared to the experimental results. Table 5 shows that 

although the maximum error of this correlation is higher than the Pioro (3) correlation, it is lower than 

the other correlations. 

The Pioro correlation [32] is the closest correlation to the experimentally obtained heat transfer 

coefficient values. Here, the minimum and maximum error value is between 0.2-9%. 

Finally, when examining the Cooper correlation [33] represented by the proposed equation (7) 

based on surface roughness, it is observed to have a significantly higher error range of 25-40% 

compared to the error values of other correlations. 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of heat transfer coefficients with different correlations (HTC). 
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Table 5. Comparison of the calculated heat transfer coefficient from the correlations with 

experimental results, including maximum, minimum, mean and RMS error. 
Author [Ref] Maximum Error % Minimum Error % Mean Error % RMS Error % 

Forster-Zuber [25] 28 2 6.28 12.62 

Pioro [32] 9 0.2 -2.92 5.55 

Kutateladze old [32] 31 17 -26.53 26.84 

Kutateladze new [32] 21 3 9.63 10.94 

Kruzhilin [32] 14 0.1 1.05 5.75 

Cooper [33] 40 25 -34.46 34.72 

 

Correlations were compared with experimental results and presented in Table 5. As a result, the 

minimum and maximum error rates of the correlations calculated with the experimentally obtained 

heat transfer coefficient values were revealed. When these error rates are compared, it can be 

considered that error rates are acceptable in all other correlations except for equation (4) and Cooper 

(equation (7)), which is called the Kutateladze old. 

The mean error and RMS error values calculated for the heat transfer coefficient correlations are 

shown in Table 5. According to the values obtained in Table 5, it can be observed that the Kruzhilin 

and Pioro correlations can predict the experimental data with minimal error. 

4. Conclusions 

In this study, heat transfer was investigated experimentally in the region of discrete bubble 

formation of bubbles in nucleate pool boiling for a polished copper-water fluid couple at atmospheric 

pressure. The experiment results are evaluated in terms of temperature exceedance values and heat 

transfer coefficient and compared with the correlations available in the literature. 

- Experimental results were compared with Rohsenow, Pioro, Vachon, Griffith and Das 

correlations for temperature exceedance values. When the Griffith correlation results were 

compared with the experimental values, the minimum and maximum error of 0.4-12% was 

found to be the most appropriate correlation compared to other correlations. 

- For the heat transfer coefficient, Forster-Zuber, Pioro, Kutateladze old, Kutateladze new, 

Kruzhilin and Cooper correlations were compared with the experimental results. In terms of 

heat transfer coefficient, the correlation suggested by Pioro was found to be the most 

appropriate correlation with a minimum and maximum difference of 0.2-8% when compared 

with the experimental results. 

This experimental study can assist in determining the temperature exceedance at the same heat 

flux for the polished copper-water surface fluid couple in pool boiling at atmospheric pressure, and in 

choosing the appropriate correlation for calculating the heat transfer coefficient. 
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Nomenclature 

Cpl specific heat [J kg
-1

 K
-1

]  Subscripts 

Csf coefficient of Rohsenow correlation 

(Eq. 2)  

 b boiling 

   
 

 coefficient of Pioro correlation (Eq.3)   c condensation 

g acceleration due to gravity [m s
-2

]  cr critical 

gc gravitational constant (for imperial unit)    

h heat transfer coefficient [W m
-2

 K
-1

]  f saturated fluid 

hfg latent heat of vaporization [J kg
-1

]  g saturated vapor 

k thermal conductivity [W m
-1

 K
-1

]  l liquid 

L Length [m]  p at constant pressure 

l* pool boiling characteristic dimension, 

[
 

 (    )
]
   

 [m] 

 sat saturation 

sf surface-fluid 

M Molecular weight  v saturated vapor 

p pressure [Pa]   

Non-dimensional numbers 

Pr reduced pressure [Pa]  Pr Prandtl number 
   

 
 

Ra arithmetic-average roughness     

 ̇ heat flux [W m
-2

]  Abbreviations 

T temperature [˚C]  HTC heat transfer coefficient 

Ts surface temperature   

 

Greek Symbols 

   

Δ difference    

µ dynamic viscosity [Pa s]  Note: Physical properties with no subscript 

refer to saturated liquid. 

ρ density [kg m
-3

]    

σ surface tension [N m
-1

]    

υ kinematic viscosity [
 

 
] [m2

 s
-1

]    
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